


SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT

The principal aims of the project "Written in Stone" are to build new relationships among young

people in Europe, improve the attainment of young people, and focus on local history, castles and

regional stories promoting different styles of teaching. This project will aim to make participants

more interested in, and increase their knowledge about, local history and cultural heritage of the

region.

The two-year project includes schools from Lithuania, Turkey, Romania, Italy, Spain and Czech

Republic, and it is aimed at 10 pupils aged from 12 to 15-years-old. Pupils will be required to

complete activities and tasks, and to present their fndings in (Learning, Teaching and Training)

meetings. Pupils will also be required to contribute to the project website, the eTwinning platform

and present to peers over Skype in between meetings. Barr Beacon School’s main contribution is

to produce a newsletter on a termly basis with contributions from all participating schools.

Taking care of local history is well accepted in our societies, but in the day by day of our schools we

may notice that our students, although they really know the region from different perspectives,

they do not take this issue as a part of their everyday life. We think that, as much as we are

preparing our students for their subsequent academic and professional life, it is also important

to educate them on practical skills about culture in past times, local heritage, history of the

surroundings and local literature.

Once the pupils become more aware of the beauties in their surroundings, they also automatically

become conscious of their importance. This will have a defnite impact on students´ cultural

capital which is at the forefront of what we are trying to promote here at Barr Beacon School.
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Aida (left) and Rita (right), Erasmus Project

Leaders

SILUTE MARTYNAS JANKUS BASIC SCHOOL,

LITHUANIA

Our experience in international projects let

us to notice the benefts for all school society

but especially for the youth. Young people

are always keen to learn something new. The

project is a perfect way to match fun and

knowledge. We want our students to work in

international team to be more acquainted

with different lifestyles, cultural, geographical

features, historical events in different countries.

LITHUANIA

Students are taught to be tolerant to each

other, to develop digital skills and all English

competencies. They are encouraged to say

their minds and accept other view. Trips widen

the view of the world, let them to understand

that family life may be the same and quite

different in other families. Staying without their

families students will overcome their fear to be

in a strange environment and become more

experienced in socialising.

There are ~ 800 children, attending Silute

Martynas Basic School (~700 students),

Traksedziai Progymnasium Department of

Silute Martynas Basic School (~70student)

and pre-school and pre-primary groups (~30

children). The pedagogical staff consists of 80

members working as pre-school, pre-primary,

primary and basic school teachers, non-formal

education teachers, class teachers, 2 social

pedagogy teachers, 1 psychologist, 1 special

pedagogy teacher, librarians, 2 teaching

assistants, 1 public health specialist.

The renewed classrooms, school gym,

multifunctional sports ground and other

spaces in school improves educational

conditions. There was equipped an information

centre, a modern classroom with interactive

whiteboard, a library. 

The school provides additional support to

formal education and organises 21 non- encourages the use of methods

formal education programme related with motivating to learn. The results of surveys

sports, music, history, healthy behaviour, IT, and  researches,  fulflled  to  learn  about

handicrafts, drama, chess, folklore, ecology, students’ adaptation at school, learning

safe traffc and arts. styles, individual student’s achievement

and the analysis of the quality of school

The students take part in various international,   performance assessment, are performed

republic and school projects. The school is every year and presented to the school

experienced in Nordplus Junior projects. We society, discussed in methodological

had partners from Denmark, Finland, Latvia,

Faroe Island. Recently the school joined two

Erasmus+ projects. School projects are carried   Preventive and emotional education

out in accordance with the planned activities  programmes such as “Olweus’, Lions Quest

in the annual school plan. and others prevent bullying, violence, raise

healthy lifestyle. The consulting activities

The school has signed contracts with other are organized and the students get

institutions and social partners in order to pedagogical, social, psychological support

enrich formal and non-formal education. The and are educated for future career.

closest partnership is between the school and

other educational institutions. In 2017 school   The students takes part in plenty of

signed  a  partnership  with  Scientifc  centre

“Scientia Educologica”.

The aims of the school are to create a safe, and awards.

healthy and cultural school environment

that improves the quality of education and

enhances students’ learning motivation,

to modernize the environment with new

teaching tools, to provide learning support, to

develop students’ creativity and citizenship, to

encourage teachers to share good experience.

The organized methodological activity

groups of different subjects’ areas.

academic school, district, republic events

(the Olympiads, competitions, quizzes,

actions)  and  wins  abundance  of  prizes

FACT FILE

Population: 2.8m

Currency: Euro

Capital: Vilinus

Located By: Russia,

Latvia, Poland

Religion: Catholicism

More about our school:
https://www.mjmokykla.lt/

About our town Šilutė:
https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=Ui_PwI1E9M8w
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This secondary school was created in 1967,

although  it  was  not  until  1979  that  it  was

called César Rodríguez, in honour of a local

benefactor. Last year we celebrated our fftieth

anniversary with several events.

Nowadays it has 220 students from 12 to 18 years

old. The school offers four years of compulsory

secondary education and two years of Sixth

Form in which our students will choose the

option that suits them better to follow forward

studies, usually at University. We also offer

bilingual studies in English, where some pupils

have the opportunity of studying one or two

subjects in English.

We take part in European projects (e-Twinning,

Erasmus+) and are interested in developing

exchanges with other schools aiming to

improve teaching methods, experiment new

approaches, enhance communication skills

and promote language profciency.

SPAIN

FACT FILE

Population: 46.7m

Currency: Euro

Capital: Madrid

Religion: Catholicism

The school is located in a rural area in the

town called Grado, which involves many small

villages around. Grado has a population of

about 15,000 inhabitants and is therefore a

quiet place. The nearest city, and capital of the

region (Asturias), is Oviedo, which is about 20

minutes by car.

GRADO, SCHOOL

LOCATION

MEET SONIA AND

THE TEAM!

I’ve been an English teacher for over 25 years,

but it’s since 2016 that I’ve been teaching at

César Rodríguez Secondary School, my own

school as a teenager!

I think teaching is one of the most rewarding

activities you can do, so I consider myself

quite a lucky person.

This project means a new opportunity for

my school to keep learning and sharing, to

discover places and people and to bring

Europe closer to our students.

For more info:
http://

iescesarrodriguez.es/

MADRID



The   S.Pertini Comprehensive School in

Martinsicuro has about 1300 students, from

the age of 3 to the age of 14 (nursery school,

primary school and secondary school). The

school has seven school buildings, where 140

teachers work. The territory of Martinsicuro

borders with two regions, Marche and Abruzzo

and from a demographic point of view

there is a continuous fow of  migration. This

phenomenon, which has been occuring for

some years now, has strongly infuenced  the

social and cultural context of the city.

The school’s educational project has as its

main purpose the reduction of the early school

leaving and the inclusion of all students and

it is aimed at guaranteeing the educational

success of all students.

Our school has a “musical address”, so great

importance is given to music education since

nursery school. It has long experience in the

feld of inclusion, immigration, language

enhancement, technologies, citizenship

education.

We are very happy to be part of this Erasmus

project!

We really believe that European project can

improve ourselves personally, professionally

and academically.

We can’t wait to meet new people, to learn

new methodologies, to broaden our horizons,

FACT FILE

Population: 60m

Currency: Euro

Capital: Rome

Religion: Catholicism

ITALY

MARTINSICURO

to learn and share new ideas, to get to know

new countries, habits and traditions, to help

our students to understand that there is a

wonderful world beyond our borders,  and of

course to improve and gain language skills.

Erasmus TeamElissabetta Massa

Erasmus Co-ordinatorErasmus Logo



Konak Kahramanlar Mustafa Öğütveren Primary School was established in Izmir in 1993. The

school has a headmaster, a second headmaster, 15 teachers and 200 students aged between

10 and 14. Our school has some special education needs students with learning diffculties and

mental disabilities. The school has got 8 classrooms, one modern IT lab with a non-stop network

system, a music room, and a canteen. Our city Izmir is home to a bird paradise, many castles

and a beautiful and natural landscape by the Aegean Sea in the west of Turkey. Our students

are interested in subjects such as protection of natural environment, renewable energy sources,

culture, safe school, history, sustainable development, cultural sustainability, tourist attraction,

technology and math, folklore, art, music, food and health, sport etc.

We have rich culture and traditions in our region. Our students come from many different places.

This is why we can see different cultures and traditions. Some of our students’ parents are literate,

while some cannot read or write.  Our students don’t have the opportunity to travel much so we

want to open their minds to different cultures.

MEET SEVGI AND THE TEAM!
I have been a teacher for over 24 years, but I started working as a guidance teacher at
Konak Kahramanlar Mustafa Öğütveren Primary School in İzmir in 2014.

Our school has not been involved in any Erasmus+ project or Comenius project before.

We are very happy to be part of this Erasmus+ project which provides students with a

great opportunity to learn around Europe.

On the other hand, we have some students with special needs. These students have

problems with learning. In this project they will be able to improve their skills and

knowledge. The project will also raise their motivation in learning and gives them a

chance to learn a foreign language, meet new people, make friends and see different

ways of life.

FACT FILE

Population: 81m

Currency: Liras

Capital: Ankara

Religion: Muslim

TURKEY

IZMIR
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Barr Beacon School is a large secondary

school of around 1600 students between the

ages of 11-18. Our school is made of several

buildings (all built on a hill with excellent

views!).

Our school is part of the Matrix Academy

Trust, a collection of schools working

together to share ideas, resources and work

together to help get the best for our students.

We are situated in the West Midlands, one of

the nine regions that make up England.  The

population of the West Midlands is around

5.6 million people and our largest city is

Birmingham (which can be seen from our

school).

Our school loves working with other schools

and other countries in order to get a better

understanding of the world we all live in.

While Written in Stone is our frst Erasmus

project our school often takes part in Global

Challenge, which has allowed our students

to travel to Swaziland and Nepal in recent

years. We believe that working with other

countries, especially those in Europe, is a

great way to help learn about our shared

history, culture and realise we have far more

in common personally, professionally and

academically. 

We are all looking forward to meeting new

students and teachers, seeing the sites of

the other countries and learning all about

each other over the next few years. 

FACT FILE

Population: 66m

Currency: Pounds

Capital: London

Religion: Christianity

(Protestant)

UNITED KINGDOM

BARR BEACON

SCHOOL

Erasmus Logo



The aim of our school is to create a positive

relationship between education and

motivation for further lifelong learning. The

long-term concept of the school is focused on

independent thinking, selection and sorting of

information and the ability to use the acquired

knowledge to solve problems.

The school’s activity is  to support pupils’ activity

and creativity, creating space for their self-

FACT FILE

Population: 11m

Currency: Czech

Koruna

Capital: Prague

Religion: Undeclared

CZECH REPUBLIC

SCHOOL LOCATION,

NOVY JICIN

realization and the development of natural

talent. It provides pupils with the opportunity

to experience success. The effort of the school

is to create a partnership between pupils and

teachers, which allows pupils to work without

unnecessary fear.

The entire program focuses on the health,

mental and physical well-being of all pupils and

school staff. All classes are taught according to

the Elementary School. Within the framework of

the curriculum, we have classes with expanded

foreign language teaching, extended teaching

of physical education, dyslexic classes for

children with learning disabilities, and barrier-

free school for handicapped pupils.



FACT FILE

Population: 19,64m

Currency: LEUL

Capital: Bucharest

Religion: Orthodoxism

ROMANIA

Erasmus TeamElissabetta Massa

Erasmus Co-ordinatorErasmus Logo

Măgura,
School location

Bucharest

Our organization is a secondary rural 
school having 120 students and 30 
teachers. In these figures there are 
included a kindergarten, the primary 
classes that range from the preparing 
to the fourth class and the secondary 
level which comprises the forms from 
the fifth to the eighth. 

The common traits of our actions are best expressed by our real need of 
giving the multicultural society students that are well prepared for life and 
whose characters are built on healthy concepts. Alongside with our 
partners, we would be honoured to use our experience in working 
together to achieve the project goals, taking into account the fact that we 
can be helpful as far as the management and implementation of the 
future partnership are concerned. Maintaining a motivating atmosphere 
in classes has been a permanent concern in all our projects, and another 
main goal of every European partnership we have had has been to offer 
the students of all participating countries a friendly environment in which 
they should feel secure and creative.

Dan Popescu

Erasmus +

Co-ordinator

Erasmus+ team

ROMANIA


